City of East Lansing Fire Department
3-Week Incident Report
July 17 to August 6, 2015
Total number of incidents responded to: 229
EMS/Rescue = 182

Fires = 8

False Calls = 26

Good Intent = 5

Hazardous Conditions = 7

Other = 1
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July 17, 2015, 10:13 p.m. - Called to a trash can fire behind the 300 block of Charles. Upon
arrival found a trash can with saw dust, used sandpaper, paint cans and other paint/staining
products burning. Firefighters put the fire out with the hose reel. The fire tripped the alarm inside
the building and firefighters reset before leaving. Called the Fire Inspector to advise of the
situation and sent to him some photos of the scene. Noted damage was to an electrical cover on
the wall near the fire. Also a trailer was on the scene from a flooring company and it looked like
they were finishing the floors inside. Truck 11 cleaned up and cleared the scene.
July 21, 2015, 9:34 p.m. – Truck 11 was dispatched to Division for a possible structure fire from
food in the oven. While en route they switched to Metro 1 and was updated en route that the
ELPD was on the scene reporting burnt food in the oven and it was removed to the exterior of
the structure. Battalion 11 established command with an order for Medic 11 and Truck 11 to
investigate and cleared Station #2 units. Truck 11 investigated to find a light haze in the
apartment with occupants stating they were broiling steak in the oven. An ELPD officer had
removed the steak and pan and placed it in the parking lot near the home. Fire personnel advised
command that they would assume the scene and needed ventilation from Medic 11. Gathered
information and noted no structural damage as well as no obvious damage to the oven itself. The
occupants stated that smoke detector did operate to notify them. Truck 11 cleared apartment of
smoke and then cleared the scene.
July 28, 2015, 11:44 a.m. –Dispatched to Farm Lane for a possible fire along the railroad tracks.
Upon arrival found a small fire that had already been extinguished by the railroad company so
fire units cleared.
July 28, 2015, 4:20 p.m. –Dispatched to Fee Road for a possible fire on the railroad tracks. Upon
arrival found a small fire smoldering and consisted of one railroad tie. The fire was extinguished
by Truck 12 crew and they then cleared.
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July 29, 2015, 7:29 a.m. - ELFD dispatched to Alton Park for a post on fire. Truck 11 responded
emergent and arrived to find a 4 ft. tall parking post smoking and burning with no exposures.
The fire was extinguished with water from bucket. No excessive damage and the fire burned the
top portion of the post only. T-11 cleared.
July 29, 2015, 5:20 p.m. - Dispatched to College Road for a possible fire involving a hay
bailer/chopper. Upon arrival MSU workers put the fire out prior to our arrival. Salvage and
overhaul performed and no damage noted. Possible cause of the fire was an overheated bearing.
Cleared with dispatch.
July 13, 2015, 12:28 a.m. - Called for small fire on the ground on Abbot Road. Arrived to find a
small fire in a trash holding area. Firefighters extinguished the fire with a front hose line using
about 25 gallons of tank water used. Truck 11 then cleared.
August 4, 2015, 7:05 p.m. - Dispatched to a possible structure fire on Pine Forest. Battalion 11
arrived at the scene to find a two story apartment building, no smoke or fire noted from the
exterior. They set up Pine Forest Command and Truck 11 was assigned to investigate. Truck 12
staged at the hydrant and Medic 12 was assigned RIT. Truck 11 advised they needed forcible
entry tools and Truck 12 was assigned forcible entry. Truck 11 reported food on the stove, no
fire and that they could handle the problem. Battalion 11, Truck 12 and Medic 12 cleared and
command was passed to Truck 11.
Training Reported in FireRMS
July 21, 2015, 1:30-4:30 p.m. Aerial Operator – Station 2 on duty personnel had manipulated
driving and spotting skills by having a firefighter drive and set up Truck 12 at various locations.
Everyone took turns climbing and running the aerial.
July 21, 2015, 1:30-4:30 p.m. - Aerial Operator – Station 1 on duty personnel had an hour lecture
on SOG's for Apparatus Response, Placement, and Functions, Standard Company Functions for
Offensive Interior Operations and Standard Company Functions for Defensive Exterior
Operations and then went to various locations and performed aerial set-up and operations.
Different drivers rotated through for practice.
July 22, 2015, 1:30-4:00 p.m. – Manipulative Driving Skills – 3 on duty station went through the
road course with Truck 12.
July 23, 2015, 1:00-3:00 p.m. – RAT Team – Repaired and put 4-gas PID into service. Pulled
service records for monitors from calibration chip.
August 5 & 6, 2015, 1:30-3:30 p.m. – Medical – All on duty personnel received new information
on protocol changes with regards to Naloxone and ExDS. Then we practiced using the MiMedic
cards to draw drug dosages with our training drug box.
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Abdominal pain = 9
Accidental pull alarm = 1
Allergic reaction – 1
Altered LOC = 3
Ankle injury = 3
Anxiety attack = 2
Arm pain = 2
Back pain = 1
Bleeding = 1
Bloody nose = 2
Buttocks pain = 1
Calcium deficiency = 1
Cancelled enroute = 1
Cardiac arrest = 1
Chest pain/DIB = 22
Child birth = 2
Choking = 1
Citizen/lift assist only = 4
Dehydration 1
Dizziness = 4
Domestic = 1
ETOH = 11
Evaluation = 1
Eye pain = 1
Falls = 9
False alarm = 1
Fluid burn = 1
Foot pain = 3
Headache/pain = 8
Hematemesis = 1
Hip pain = 4
Hypoglycemia = 1
Hyperventilation = 1
Hyper/Hypotension = 2

Incontinent of bowl when standing = 1
Jaw pain = 1
Knee pain/injury = 3
LFD assist during funeral = 3
Laceration = 5
Leg pain = 4
Low blood sugar = 1
Motor vehicle accidents w/injuries = 18
Nauseated/vomiting = 4
Neck pain = 3
No complaints or patient = 5
Nose bleeding = 2
Numbness = 1
Overdose = 1
Patient on side of road = 1
Possible drug ingestion/poisoning = 2
Possible sepsis = 1
SVT = 1
Seizures = 5
Shoulder pain = 5
Suicide intervention = 1
Syncope = 7
Tased = 1
Throat tightness/itchy = 2
Toe pain = 2
Trauma to head = 1
Tremors = 1
Vomiting =
Unable to locate = 1
Weak = 1
Welfare check = 1
Wrist pain = 1
Unresponsive = 2

